
Couleurs is a young, one-stop beauty solution for any woman looking for that burst of personality from 
her makeup experience. Today’s beauty trends are constantly changing and Couleurs allows you to 
transform your makeup routine with a cool new class of fresh products. 

Colour your moment.



LIPSTICK
Drape your lips with the range of 12 colours from
Couleurs lipsticks that will make you look good and feel 
great. Experience a blast of colour with a single touch as 
its fine and light formula leaves your lips feeling velvety 
soft. Whatever your fashion or mood, these shades are 
firm and give an intense and lasting colour to the lips. 
Couleurs lipsticks make it easy to achieve a 
glamorous pout to complete your look. 

EYESHADOW
Six pre-harmonised colour pallettes to make your eyes 
look their brightest. Couleurs eyeshadows are soft and 
easy to apply for true colour clarity in one smooth swipe. 
These colours will bring out the artist in you, no matter 
what the occasion. Whether you want a dark and smokey, 
fresh and vibrant, or a totally funky look, these eclectic 
colours will do the job. Create glorious looks with 
eyeshadows that range from sophisticated nudes to 
intense, bright colours.   

Warm, natural-looking powder blush from Couleurs brings 
a natural colour to your skin. Sweep over cheekbones, 
brow bones, and temples, or anywhere light naturally 
touches the face to let the real you come through. Add 
colour and freshness to your cheeks with this perfectly 
pigmented blush for a long-lasting rush of colour. What 
better way to contour your face and show off those angles 
for a sharp and crisp looking finish while providing an 
enviable glow.

POWDER
Couleurs powder flawlessly complements your skin’s tone 
and texture reducing the appearance of creases and lines. 
Inspired by the look and feel of gorgeous skin, this powder 
has a soft texture that feels smooth and comfortable. This 
cashmere-like powder delivers a buffed, polished finish 
and lasting wear in a convenient compact. Add a touch of 
sheer radiance by applying over moisturiser or foundation 
to brighten your face instantly for a fresher look. BLUSH


